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About This Game

Welcome to the year 2100. It is the time when humans have decided to colonise Mars. You have been selected to participate in
the operation by completing research on the most advanced space station in all of the history of mankind. The space station has

the most advanced artificial intelligence, and when time progresses things start to take a turn for the worst. The artificial
intelligence begins to malfunction, and tries to kill you at every opportunity given. Alone, you must survive long enough to

escape the station and make it back to Earth, but do you have what it takes?

IMMERSIVE ENVIRONMENT
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The atmosphere of 2100 is built to have an immersive experience. With realistic components used, you will feel as if you are in
the space station in real life.

THE ENEMY: ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

The only enemy in 2100 is the artificial intelligence. You are placed against it, in a race against time. But do you have what it
takes?

Features

Story Driven-While exploring the world of 2100, the story of what happened will slowly unfold. Everything may seem correct at
first, but than abnormal events begin to occur. This makes you question what is happening.

Large diverse space station to explore with different sectors. This is enhanced with the use of realistic items.
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Realistic effects used-While you fight your way against the AI and try to outsmart it, it will attempt to stop you in every possible
way. You will have to be ready at what it throws at you

Resource management. With very limited equipment at your disposal, will you make good or bad use of it? Will it contribute to
your escape, or force you stuck on the station with the AI that is malfunctioning?
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Title: 2100
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Interactive Gaming Studios
Publisher:
Interactive Gaming Studios
Release Date: 21 Feb, 2019
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Arrrr, I love these paint-jobs. You can finally be a real road pirate and you can do what you want 'cause a pirate is free. They all
look very nice and I think I wouldn't drive with any other while being a maniac on the road, which happens sometimes.. 1\/10
Great idea. Rubbish controls that respond in wildly unpredictable ways and intense "orientation" motion sickness (being upside
down and continually spinning), which is the only kind of VR motion sickness you can's get over with continual practice.
If the controls were a bit more predictable, so that it was possible to move the chair in a straight line, this might be good..
CRYENGINE has been a strong platform in impressive titles for years. It contains some amazing visual technologies, and the
post-processing effect defaults out of the box are great. It comes with things like the incredibly powerful RENDERDOC utility
for profiling your draw calls and timings, which is always useful in game development. In general it is good engine for major
projects and for workflows that involve multiple people\/teams. Unfortunately that's not what their new Engine-as-a-Service
paradigm is targeting with a Steam release and $10 single-seat subscription licensing.

I'm going to have to rate this down on Steam, due to a serious disconnect between what they're marketing and the experience
you are likely to have with it. It is on Steam specifically to appeal to independent developers with its new subscription based
structure that costs less than many MMOs. The editing tool (which is what you're exposed to right at the start) has a lot of
presets, behaviors, and objects for first-person shooters, but not for much of anything else. Furthermore, CRYENGINE
(without serious tweaks) makes some problematic assumptions about the games you'll want to make with it; the concept of
health, gravity, characters, the way it handles player controls, etc. From a quick look around the features in the tools and the
demos, you will quickly realize that the package is targeted for gamers who what to try making their own shooter. Again, there
are tons of GREAT features in CRYENGINE and it is, at its core, a pretty good engine for the cost.

In closing, CRYENGINE is great for those who are steeped in the workflow and methodologies involved with developing in it.
But those people will already know this and won't need to read these reviews. To those interested in just trying out a "triple-A"
engine: be warned. There is a significant learning curve (like all engines), but the package you are given with CRYENGINE is
prohibitively unintuitive, especially to the uninitiated. I have to vote this down for the simple fact that those reading this review
would be better served with any of the other popular engines. The community and resources you have available to you for
learning CRYENGINE as a newbie simply pale in comparison to some of the direct competitors, and I'm afraid that's a vitally
important aspect when you're targeting this kind of audience.. This made my Genitals hurt..... I am always looking for Great
RTS Games and this is one of them.
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So far this game is great, it is very fun even for me... and I don't play horror often. The textures are not super but if you can look
past than this game is certainly worth your money. Remember this is an indie game, not an AAA.. I heard about the rave reviews
this game had, and I was excited to try it. I also spent many years working in government, and a lot of that time was checking
documents to find forgeries and mistakes. I will say the game's portrayal of document checking is fairly realistic. Unfortunately
it's a little bit too realistic for me, and it just feels too much like doing work. The game gets an A+ for how accurately it
recreates what government workers do when they check documents, and it deserves bonus points for convincing people
document checking can be a fun game with emotional highs and lows instead of tedious, soul-crushing, drudge work. Ultimately
though, I can't recommend the game, even if I can see why others might like it. I could barely stand playing this game when I
was being paid money to do it, and for me it's even less fun doing a computer simulation of it for free.

And to any other government workers out there who think they might be really good at this game because they already do this
all day and every day at work, don't get this game. There are better things you could be doing with your precious free time. You
know this. Go do that instead.. A very cool locomotive, here's what I think of the addon:
+ did I mention it was cool?
+ the visuals and sounds feel well done
+ good choice of liveries
+ not just one but two types of coaches included
+ 5 enjoyable scenarios
+ despite being old it still features some non-standard stuff i.e. train length button, a passenger\/goods mode selector. a
passenger view and a separate parking brake button
+ there's nothing to actually complain about. Do not buy. Waste of money. Awful consol port, and would not run on three
different laptops\/pcs, only recently have I managed to get this awful game to run on my new laptop. Do not buy.

I got this awful game in an indie pack.

Simply avoid!. I was slightly excited there was a new Mystery Case Files game, Escape From Ravenhearst, released until I
played it. I have played the other Mystery Case Files games and enjoyed them. This one I played for about an hour and could
not take any more because the game play changed. Up to the point I quit playing, instead of finding hidden objects you now find
objects which change appearance or morph. There was a previous game which had these morphing objects but they were
specials. Puzzles where you must use inventory items found in one location to open other locations is still present. If the game
play gets better or has brain teasers as the previous games did I cannot say because that first hour bored me sooooo much.. It is a
rather old game, from 2012, but it is still the classic of Call Of Duty series. The details, light and shade, soundtrak, everything is
just perfect and epic for this game.. Played the demo and bought it right away..

..Then I spent the whole night playing it.

VR needs more full games like this. 9\/10!. Epic Store sell outs.. Update:
Server issues seem to have been fixed plus more graphics options added in todays patch. Impressed by the fast patching from
devs.

Original review:
If you arew looking fun and massively customizable tank arcade game this is for you. It has been ported from IOS and from
what I can see optimized PC but it needs more work.

Optimization could do with some tweeking for more graphics options and settings.

Single player and drills work well however wait times for server connection require fixing and can cause you to waste money
purchasing the same equipment multiple times. This is not as bad as it could be as there are NO micro tansactions anywhere
with all currency being earned in game. This is a very nice change for a $5 mobile port.

For those having problems with the user interface make sure your in game resolution is set to your monitors native resolution
and your mouse will now work for navigation.

P.S. Expect to come up against high ranking IOS players.. Mind Game like Chess 8\/10
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